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OVERVIEW OF ESEA FLEXIBILITY MONITORING 

The U.S. Department of Education (ED) is committed to supporting State educational agencies 
(SEAs) as they implement ambitious reform agendas through their approved E lementary and 
Secondary Education Act (ESEA) flexibility requests. Consistent with this commitment, ED has 
designed a monitoring process to assess an SEA's implementation of the principles of ESEA 
flexibility and the State-level systems and processes needed to support that implementation. 

Part B M onitoring 
In Part B monitoring, SEA implementation of ESEA flexibility was reviewed across several key 
areas: State-level Systems and Processes, Principle 1, and Principle 2. The State's Principle 3 
guidelines underwent peer review in Fall 2014 and as a result additional information was not 
collected regarding the State's implementation of Principle 3 during this monitoring event. In each 
broad area, ED identified key elements that arc required under ESEA flexibility and are likely to lead 
to increased achievement for students. Through examination of documentation submitted by the 



SEA and interviews with SEA staff, ED assessed the effectiveness o f implementation of ESEA 
flexibility by identifying the extent ro which an SEA: 

1. 	 Is ensuring that implementation is occurring consistent with the SEA's approved request and 
the principles and timelines of ESEA flexibility. 

2. 	 Is continuing to review and make adjusonents to support implementation. 
3. 	 Is establishing systems and processes to sustain implementatio n and improvements. 

The report contains the following sections: 
• 	 f-lighlighls of1/Je SEA 's Implementatio11. This section identifies key accomplishments in the 

SEA's implementation of ESEA flexibility. 
• 	 Sla/11s of f!)lp/eme11tatio11 ofESEA Flexibiliry. T his section indicates whether or not the SEA has 

met expectations for each element of ESEJ\ flexibility. 

• 	 E lemenls Req11iri11g Next Steps. When appropriate, this section identifies any elements where 
the SEA is not meeting expectations and includes Next Steps that the SEA must take to 
meet expectations. 

• 	 Recom111e11dalio11s lo S11wgthen Impleme11/a/;011. This sectio n provides recommendations to 
support the SEA in continuing to meet the principles and timelines o f ESEA flexibility and 
strengthening implementation. 

HIGHLIGHTS OF I MPLEMENTATION OF ESEA FLEXIBILITY 

The E. \ 's work includes the following key accomplishments relating to the implementation o f 
ESEJ\ flexibility and/ or effons to engage in a process of continuous review and analysis, particularly 
for those clements receiving a comprehensive review: 

• 	 Leaders as well as staff members from the Office of f7edera l Affairs, Office of Academic 
f\ ffairs, and Office of Special Education, among many o thers, demonstrated that they 
communicate, collaborate, and jointly plan on a regular basis. This integration across offices 
notably strengthened the work of each as they carry our the ESEA flexibility requirements. 

• 	 PRDE bas developed a useful online applications tool (PC.EA en Vivo) that provides a 
platform for planning for all schools, but which also clearly delineates particular 
requirements for priority and focus schools, and for Other T itle I schools most in danger of 
slipping into focus or priority status. 

• 	 PROE has made an exemplary effort in reaching out to the advocacy and parent 
communities for students with disabilities to ensure that these communities understand the 
principles of ESEA flexibility and how flexibility serves this student population. The SPED 
office has worked closely with the Academic 1\ ffairs Office and Office of Federal Affairs in 
PRDE to better coordinate outreach efforts. 
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STATUS OF IMPLEMENTATION OF E SEA FLEXIBILITY 

SEAS stems & Processes 
Element 
Monitorin DGAR 80.40 and 2.G 
Technical Assistance 2.G) 

Family & Community Engagem ent and Outreach 
Im lementation Letter) 

Status 
Meetin ectations 

Meeting Expectations 

p . . l 1nnc1p e 
Element Status 
Transition to and Implement College- and Career- Meeting Expectations 
ready Standards (1.B) 
Adopt English Language Proficiency Standards Meeting Expectations 
(Assurance 2) 
D evelop and Administer High-Quality t-,1Ieeting E xpectations 
Assessments (Assurance 3) 
D evelop and Administer Alternate Assessm ents 'Meeting Expectations 
(Assurance 3) 
D evelop and Administer English Language Meeting Expectations 
Proficiency Assessments (Assurance 4) 
Annually Reports College-going and College- Not Meeting Expectations 
credit Accumulation Rates (Assurance 5) 

p . . l 2nnc1p e 
Element Status 
Develop and Implement a State-Based System of 
Differentiated Recognition, Accountability, and 
Support (2.A) 

Meeting Expectations 

Reward Schools (2.C) Meeting Expectations 
Priority Schools (2.D) Meeting Expectations 
Focus Schools (2.E) Meeting Expectations 
Other Title I Schools (2 .F) Meeting Expectations 
State and Local Report Cards (§1111 o f the ESEA; 
2.B and Assurance 14) 

Not Meeting Expectations 

Princi le 3 
Element 
T eacher Evaluation and Su 
Princi al Evaluation and Su 

Status 
PRDE's uidelines under review 
PRDE's uidelines under review 
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ELEMENTS REQUIRING N EXT STEPS 

Element Annually Reports College-going and College-credit Accumulation Rates 
(Assurance 5) 

Summary and 
Status of 

Implementation 

PRDE has not demonstrated that this element is carried out consistent with its 
approved ESEA flexibility request and the principles and timelines outlined in 
the document titled ESEA Flexibility. While PRDE has made progress working 
with the higher education communicy to collect and report data required for this 
element, PRDE will not be able to report on all required clements by the 2014
2015 deadline. 

Next Steps As part of its request for renewal of ESEA flexibility, PRDE must amend its 
ESE1\ flexibility request to include a plan to annually report to tl1e 
public, college-going and college-credit accumulation rates for all students and 
all student groups in each LEA and each public high school. The plan must 
include information as to which clements PRDE will be able to report no later 
than in the reports based on data from the 2014-20'15 school year. The plan and 
timclinc muse also include information as to when clements on which PRDE 
will not be able to report in 2014-2015 will be reported. 

Element State and Local Report Cards (§1111 of the ESEA; 2.B and Assurance 14) 

Summary and 
Status of 

Implementation 

PRDE has not demonstrated that this element is carried out consistent with its 
approved ESEA flexibility request and tl1e principles and timclines outlined in 
the document titled ES.E/1 Flexibili(y or §1111 o f the ESEJ\. 

PRDE's most current SEA and school report cards include data from the 2013
2014 school year. However, these report cards do not include all required 
information consistent with §1111 of the ESEA and ED's February 8, 2013, 
report card guidance. Tn particular, the Srnte report card (also the "LEA report 
card," given Puerto Rico's unitary system) lacks disaggreg:ued student 
achievement data in reading/ language arts, matl1ematics, and science; does not 
include the percentage of students not tested for reading/language arts, 
mathematics, and science; does not include tl1e number of recently arrived 
Spanish learners exempted from the reading/ language arts assessments; is 
missing tl1e percentage of students at each achievement level on the NAEP 
matl1ematics assessment at grade 4 and 8; does not show the comparison 
between actual achievement and PRDE's annual measureablc objccti\7 es 
(1\ MOs) nor whether the AMOs were met for reading/ language arcs or 
mathematics for all categories except "all students" (i.e., major racial and ethnic 
groups, students witl1 disabilities, Spanish learners, and economically 
disadvantaged are not broken out); and no information was included about 
"other academic indicators" for elementary and middle school. 

The school report cards too arc missing numerous required pieces of data: 
student achievement is disaggregated only at each grade level but disaggregated 
data arc missing for tlic school overall for reading/ language arcs, matliematics, 
and science; achievement compared to the SE1\ is present only ac the grade level 
for the "all students" group, but it is missing entirely for subgroups at the school 
level for reading/ language arts, mathematics, and science and is not available at 
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Element State and Local Report Cards (§1111 of the ESE.A; 2.B and Assurance 14) 
the school level; the percentage of students not tested for reading/language arts, 
mathematics, and science is also given only at each grade level but not for the 
school overall (and it is unclear whether the Limited Spanish Proficient (LSP) 
category includes only current LSP students or if it also includes former LSP 
students who have exited such status); the number of recently arrived Spanish 
learners exempted from the reading/language arts assessment is missing entirely; 
the report card does not show the comparison between actual achievement and 
PRDE's annual measureable objectives (AMOs) nor whether tl1e AMOs were 
met for reading/language arts or mathematics for all categories except "all 
students" (i.e., major racial and ethnic groups, students with disabilities, Spanish 
learners, and economically disadvantaged are not broken out); and no 
information was included about "other academic indicators" for elementary and 
middle school. 
As part of its request fo r renewal of ESEA flexibility, PRDE must submit a plan 
and a timeline for releasing State and local report cards for the 2015- 2016 
school year, which will include data from the 2014-2015 school year, that 
include all information required under ESEA §1111 and are consistent with 
ED's February 8, 2013, report card guidance. 

Next Steps 

E lement Teacher and Principal Evaluation and Support Systems (3.B) 
O n October 14 and 15, 2014, two expert peers reviewed PRDE's Principle 3 
guidelines for teacher and principal evaluation and support systems, as well as 
corresponding changes to the Principle 3 of PRDE's request. In a December 19, 
2014, letter from ED to PRDE, Assistant Secetary Deb Delisle indicated that 

Summary and PRDE had not yet adopted guidelines fo r teacher and principal evaluation and 
Status of support systems that meet all requirements of ESEA flexibility, nor does it have 

Implementation a process for ensuring that schools in Puerto Rico develop, adopt, pilot, and 
implement teacher evaluation and support systems consistent with those 
guidJines as required under ESEA flexibility. This letter also provided PRDE 
witl1 feedback from that peer review identifying strengths, revisions that may be 
needed to meet Principle 3, and technical assistance sug12:estions. 
As indicated in ED's December 19, 2014, letter, through the process for 
renewing the SEJ\'s ESEA flexibility request, PRDE must submit to ED an 
amended request incoqJorating final guidelines for teacher and principal 

Next Steps evaluation and support systems consistent with all requirements for these 
systems under Principle 3 of ESE.A flexibility and consistent with the renewal 
requirements pertaining to Principle 3 described in the document titled ESEA 
Flexibility Gttida11ce /or Rene1Pal Process (Nov. 13, 2014). 
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RECOMMENDATIONS To STRENGTHEN IMPLEMENTATION 

The following recommendations are provided to support the SEA in continuing to meet the 
principles and timelines of ESEi\ flexibility and strengthening implementation through continuous 
improvement and establishing systems and processes to sustain implementation and improvement. 

• 	 While the PCEA en Vivo system seems user-friendly for schools, it appears to be less so for 
SE1\ and district staff. PRDE should consider ways to systematize its use of the information 
schools enter into the PCEA. PRDE should also systematize its work with schools on the 
planning process. For example, as PRDE is unlikely to be able to sustain the level of 
technical assistance on using the system that it provided to schools in this first year; it should 
look for ways to differentiate system training. PCEr\ en Vivo has the capacity to make 
strategic planning the standard way that schools in Puerto Rico do business if PRDE 
continues to emphasize, systematize, and reinforce its use ::it the school, district, and State 
levels. PRDE should also examine ways to automate the PCEA system so SEA staff see 
system-wide, real-time school progress submitting applications and implementing strategics. 

• 	 PRDE should consider integrating programmatic and fiscal monitoring. Both need to occur, 
but they are currently happening separately and not informing one another as well as they 
could. E xplicit process points for collabora tion/ integration would help. 

• 	 PRDE should consider streamlining the ways schools receive technical assistance to remove 
some of the hierarchy and layers in the current structure. Streamlining will help ensure that 
school directors and teachers get consistent messages about reform plans and procedures as 
well as manageable feedback tl1at tl1cy can in1mediately inco rporate into tl1eir practice. 

• 	 PRDE should consider making a user-friendly summary o f the PCEA publicly available to 
include stakeholders who may be interested but may not want to review lengthy versions. 
PRDE should also consider ways to make school-level data useful and easy to understand 
for stakeholders, including parents. While PR.DE has extensive data, it currently presents 
those data in ways that may be overwhelming to non-educators. 

• 	 PRDE should increase its outreach to the LSP community, particularly parents of LSP 
students. While PRDE has a plan for o utreach to this community, it is in the early stages o f 
unplementation and could be strengthened. For example, PRDE should consider adapting 
some of the measures it has used successfully in reaching out to the advocacy community for 
students with disabilities for use with the LSP community. 

• 	 When implementing its educator evaluation system, PRDE should pay careful attention to 
training educator evaluators so the}' evaluate all educators consistently. This will require 
substantial initial training, ongoing calibration, and regular norming and re-training. 

• 	 SinUlarly, PRDE should rigorously train and monitor ics facilitators in order to provide 
consistent high-quality support across schools. Those who evaluate facilitators will also need 
careful training, calibration, normil1g, and re-training, so tl1at PRDE has accurate 
information about the quality of the work facilitators do. Since facilitato rs are central to 
PRDE's ESEA flexibility plans, PRDE needs such information co inform continuous 
improvement so all schools receive consistent technical assistance and monitoring as they 
implement tl1c State's ESEA flexibili ty plans. 

• 	 PRDE should consider partnering high-progress reward schools with focus schools for 
leadership mentoring and learning. 

• 	 As appropriate and necessary, PRDE may wish to consider using Title IIA funds for 
coaching and specialized professional development related to implementing its ESEA 
flexibility request. 
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